
 

Gagasi FM refreshes its on-air offerings

The country's biggest regional commercial radio station Gagasi FM has finally announced its on-air line-up for the new
season after weeks of speculations in the media.

The major reshuffling includes the brand new breakfast show that will be hosted by Felix Hlophe with Njabs Zwane as co-
host and Khaya Dladla as traffic reporter and contributor. This new show will be called The Uprising and will air between
6am and 9am weekdays.

Other brand new shows will be The Mid-Morning Hangout between 09h00 and 12h00 as well as Noma Yini between 12pm
and 3pm weekdays. The Mid-Morning Hangout will be hosted by Zisto who will be joined by Khulekani Mbambo as co-host.
Noma Yini will be co-hosted by DJ LeSoul and Heazy with Flymotion as contributor, while The Kings Drive returns with
Sphectacular and DJ Naves between 3pm and 6pm alongside Nomfundo Clarrisa on traffic, so as Indaba with Alex
Mthiyane as well as Extra Time with Simtho Dladla and Mike Makaab returning to their respective slots.

Gagasi FM also welcomes the multi-talented Afro Soul artist and producer Mondli Ngcobo to the family. He will be hosting
the Gagasi Music Sessions – Afro on Mondays between 8pm and 10pm.

The full Gagasi FM line-up for the 2019 season is as follows:

click to enlarge

Announcing the new line-up on the outgoing breakfast show, I Love Mornings, Gagasi FM Programmes Manager, Mimi
Kesaris emphasized the necessity of change within the dynamic radio environment. “We need to ensure that we are
constantly adapting for us to remain relevant to the youthful audience that we talk to. Our talent as the faces of the brand,
have to resonate with our audience. Over the years we have been consistent in terms of our programming strategy of
developing our own talent and growing them to influential personalities within the entertainment space. With these changes,
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we have brought in fresh home grown talent to prime time and we are confident that listeners would love what they have to
offer. They are bringing in a new energy, a new vibe and a different flavour to the shows, We Got Talent,” says Kesaris.

The new line-up kicks off on 2 May on-air. Gagasi FM will then embark on the roadshow all over KZN taking the new shows
to the listeners. Full details around this will be shared in due course, stay tuned to Gagasi FM and also follow the station on
its digital platforms.
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